**2020 SAC COURSE DESCRIPTIONS**

These are the newly featured PREMIUM classes offered this summer

**Backstage Design:** When watching a stage show are you more interested in the lighting than the acting? Ever wondered how those huge sets get put together? Dive into the world of theater production. Learn lighting, set design, and apply your skills to the end of summer camp production in our Backstage Design class.

$29/camper/4 week session.

**Bollywood Dance:** This is a high energy dance class packed with fun dance moves set to the most popular Bollywood tracks. Students will learn new choreography each week. Steps are taught at a slow pace to help each child learn and improve in the dance technique and style, with the goal of building confidence and improving coordination skills.

$29/camper/4 week session

**Casting with Plaster** – Campers will make a realistic cast of their hand or foot out of durable plaster. Casts will be painted in the style of the campers choosing.

$49/camper/4 week session

**Hand Building:** Students will explore their creativity in 3D using a variety of techniques including coil building, slab construction, and pinch pots. They will be able to make sculptural work in addition to functional pieces. All work is finished with glazes of their choice.

$69/camper/4 week session

**Juggling:** Whether you’ve never held juggling balls in your life, or have tried for years but never could quite get the hang of it there is a place for you in the new SAC Juggling class! We start out slow juggling scarves and gradually build up our skills to balancing 3 balls in the air. Perform in the end of summer showcase with a choreographed group juggling demonstration. Each camper receives their very own professional set of juggling scarves and bean bag balls to take home and keep. Join us and learn this cornerstone art of circus and clowning.

$49/camper/4 week session

**Mosaics:** SACers will learn the beautiful craft of mosaics, and create their own works of art. They will design and execute their project using tumbled glass in a magnificent range of shapes and colors. The results are guaranteed to be stunning.

$59/camper/4 week session

**Mystery Games:** “Escape the room” meets summer camp in the all new SAC Mystery Games class! Campers will be given a new mystery each week to solve using deductive reasoning, empirical evidence, and most importantly team building cooperation and communication. Do you have what it takes to discover the combinations to locked mystery boxes, decipher invisible clues, and help your team be the first to solve the mystery?

$59/camper/4 week session
Photography: Do you love taking photos? Would you like the opportunity to use a real camera to create breathtaking images? Want tips and tricks you can use to get shots like the pros? Learn to make great photos with a discerning eye while using a real digital camera with our Zoom! Click! Print! Photography class.
$79/camper/4 week session

Sewing: Take the opportunity to learn how to use a sewing machine and create your own projects such as emoji pillow or monogrammed tote bag. Sew Happy instructors will teach you how to sew on their computerized machines and how to sew on a button using a needle and thread. This isn't Grandma's sewing, this is a fast and fun activity and a wonderful life skill!
$79/camper/4 week session

Take Flight: Build It! Fly It! Keep It! and captain your very own model airplanes and other flying machines in our take flight class. Learn the science behind what makes planes take-off and continue to stay airborne. Then take the reigns as you design and build your very own aircraft that take to the skies. The best part, everything you build is yours to keep! This class is the perfect mix of science and fun for any budding pilot.
$59/camper/4 week session

Video Production: This is for full summer campers only. Ever wonder how a finished video gets made? Music, editing, titles, special effects, where do you even get started? In this class you will create your own video productions and learn what it takes to get them ready for an audience. Spark a concept for your video with the art of story boarding. See it come alive using iPads to film and iMovie to edit into a finished video, ready for uploading and sharing on the web!”
$125/camper/Full Summer only

Wheel Throwing: Learn to use the potter’s wheel to create fun and funky pieces to take home and enjoy for years to come! Center, pull and throw to make pots big and small. Finish all of your projects with the glaze of your choice.
$79/camper/4 week session